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etailed study of an efficient blue laser source by
econd-harmonic generation in a semimonolithic
avity for the cooling of strontium atoms

ruce G. Klappauf, Yannick Bidel, David Wilkowski, Thierry Chanelière, and Robin Kaiser

We have constructed a blue laser source consisting of an amplified, grating tuned diode laser that is
frequency doubled by a KNbO3 crystal in a compact standing wave cavity and produces as much as 200
mW of internal second-harmonic power. We have analyzed the unusual characteristics of this standing
wave cavity to clarify the advantages and disadvantages of this configuration as an alternative to a ring
cavity for second-harmonic generation. We emphasize its efficiency and stability and the fact that it has
an inherent walk-off compensation, similar to twin crystal configurations. We demonstrate its utility for
laser cooling and trapping of earth alkalis by stabilizing the laser to the 461-nm transition of strontium,
using a heat pipe, and then forming a magneto-optic trap of strontium from a Zeeman-slowed atomic
beam. © 2004 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 020.0020, 140.0140, 190.0190, 230.0230.
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. Introduction

he advancement of laser cooling and trapping has
rogressed to include an increasing variety of ele-
ents that involve a broad spectrum of wave-

engths. In particular, there has been a great deal
f interest lately in the earth alkalis because of the
xistence both of narrow intercombination transi-
ions to the triplet states �interesting for metrology
nd laser cooling� and for the J � 0 ground state of
ome abundant isotopes �interesting for collision
nd scattering studies�.1–10 For Ca and Sr, how-
ver, the primary cooling transition is in the blue
pectral region, and Mg uses both blue and UV
ransitions. In addition, the relatively large scat-
ering rate of these primary trapping transitions,
ith the associated high saturation intensities,
eans that higher powers would be needed to op-

imize the magneto-optic trap �MOT�. Whereas
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any alkalis can be trapped with diode lasers or
i:sapphire lasers, there are few powerful, reliable,
nd tunable single-mode sources in the shorter
avelengths. It is therefore common to perform

econd-harmonic generation �SHG� on these more
eadily available sources, but to obtain enough
econd-harmonic power one must either have a
ighly efficient SHG process or have enough funda-
ental power to compensate for the low SHG effi-

iency.
Because of the low value of second-order nonlinear-

ty, even in the best crystals high single-pass effi-
iency demands either extremely high intensities or
nfeasible interaction lengths. This problem is
vercome by use of a buildup cavity that allows even
odest fundamental powers to generate high inten-

ities and relatively efficient SHG, which are most
ommonly seen in the form of ring cavities such as the
amiliar bow-tie cavity. Commercial examples of
hese tunable cavities are available, but generally
ess efficiency is claimed for them than for the system
resented here. Additionally, there are many new
olid-state systems with intracavity frequency dou-
ling, but these systems are available only at specific
avelengths. Perhaps it is because of the familiar-

ty of ring cavities that the advantages of a small,
ingle-exit, monolithic or semimonolithic standing
ave cavity have been largely overlooked, despite the
emonstration of record efficiency ��80%� and cw
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econd-harmonic �SH� power ��500 mW at 473
m�.11,12

We have constructed and analyzed such a cavity
t 461 nm for our Sr MOT, using a KNbO3 crystal,
nd have found it well suited for laser cooling ex-
eriments in the blue spectral region. We describe
ur design of this cavity and of its performance.
ts tuning and output field characteristics are quite
ifferent from those of unidirectional single crystal
ring cavities�, a bidirectional standing wave,13 or
ven bicrystal systems14 and could be quite confus-
ng for a nonspecialist who may be constructing
uch a cavity. To our knowledge, in fact there are
nly a few journal publications that briefly allude to
he full range of behavior that one can expect in this
ase.12,15 Therefore we also present an analysis of
he design both to clarify the possible advantages of
single-sided semimonolithic standing wave cavity

n terms of stability, efficiency, and cost and to aid
he nonspecialist reader in reproducing and under-
tanding such a cavity for similar applications.
The main drawback of this configuration is the

ossibility of a large relative phase shift introduced
etween the fundamental and the SH wavelengths by
he high-reflection �HR� coating on the crystal15 and
he lobed output when the crystal is tuned away
rom phase matching. It has been shown, however,
hat this problem can be avoided by the use of prop-
rly designed coatings, and, as we reiterate here,
hereas a nonzero phase shift of the cavity mirror
ay reduce the ideal performance, it can be compen-

ated for to a large degree by minor temperature
uning of the crystal to maintain an advantage even
n the worst case.12,16,17 Finally, we point out that
his cavity inherently includes a walk-off compensa-
ion mechanism similar to those of the two crystal
ystems extensively studied by others but with-
ut the complicated alignment and orientation
ssues.14,18–21

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2
ives a general description of the cavity for refer-
nce in the rest of the paper. It includes basic
ormulas with which we analyze and optimize the
avity. In Section 3 we compare calculations based
n integration of the coupled paraxial-wave equa-
ions to those of a greatly simplified approximation.
he approximations are shown to give reasonable
esults for practical cases �if the angular bandwidth
f the system is not too small� and, because of their
implicity, provide a simple means of predicting
nd understanding the tuning and power charac-
eristics of the cavity. In Section 4 we describe the
xperimental setup and show the results of mea-
urements of the cavity output characteristics. We
ut our actual values into the general discussions of
ections 2 and 3 and compare these with our mea-
urements. We conclude in Section 5 with a sum-
ary and suggestions for extending this research,

nd we include an appendix designed to provide all
he information necessary for calculating parame-
ers for similar cavities.
. Description of the Cavity

he semimonolithic standing wave cavity, resonant
or the fundamental wavelength, was chosen both
ecause of its demonstrated efficiency and because of
ts economy in terms of space and costs. It consists
f a KNbO3 crystal and a spherical mirror configured
s shown in Fig. 1 to build up the fundamental field
ntensity and hence the conversion efficiency. The
HG in the resonating cavity can then be treated as
single-pass case but with an enhanced fundamental

irculating power, Pc.22,23 Specific parameters for
ur setup are given in Section 4.

. Behavior

ne of the polished ends of the crystal �S4; Fig. 1� is
R, coated and the other end �S3� is antireflection

AR� coated; each coating is for both the fundamental
nd the SH wavelengths. The spherical mirror in-
ut coupler �S2� facing the AR face of the crystal has
reflectivity Rc for the fundamental and is AR coated

or the SH. The flat face is doubly AR coated. A
imilarly treated beam splitter �S1� before the mirror
irects the fundamental into the cavity and again
llows the SH to exit. Unlike in ring cavities, the
undamental passes through the crystal twice per
avity round trip, allowing for the possibility of nearly
our times the round-trip conversion efficiency, even
n walk-off limited cases, as we detail in Section 3.

The power transmission and reflection equations
or this cavity with respect to round-trip parasitic loss
, round-trip SH conversion factor C� P2��Pc� �Pc,
nd input coupler reflectivity Rc are equivalent to
hat of a ring cavity with an effective optical path of
Lp, where Lp � La � nLc �see Fig. 1�. Pc is the
irculating fundamental power entering the crystal
t S3 �i.e., one of the counterpropagating waves that
ompose the standing wave�, n is the index of refrac-
ion, and �, normally expressed in inverse kilowatts,
s a power-independent figure of merit for a given
eometric SHG configuration �i.e., including the crys-
al parameters and fundamental beam parameters�.
ne readily arrives at equations for the relative re-
ectivity R � Pr�Pin and transmission T � Pt�Pin,
here Pin, Pr, and Pt are, respectively, the incoming

undamental power, the reflected fundamental
ower, and the transmitted fundamental power.
� 1 	 R 
 0 is the transmission of mirror face

ig. 1. Schematic of singly resonant cavity design, showing the
ath of the fundamental and the SH waves. Surfaces are S1,
ichroic beam splitter; S2, spherical mirror input coupler; S3, AR
urface coated for both wavelengths; S4, HR surface coated for both
avelengths.
m m
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4, and we assume that ��� 1 and C�� 1, resulting
n

R � � �1 � � � C�1�2 exp�i2k0 Lp� � Rc
1�2

1 � �Rc Rm�1 � � � C�1�2 exp�i2k0 Lp�
�2

, (1)

T � � ��1 � Rc�Tm�1 � � � C�1�21�2

1 � �Rc�1 � � � C�1�2 exp�i2k0 Lp�
�2

, (2)

here k0 � 2��� � ��c is the fundamental vacuum
ave vector. The definitions and approximations
iven above can be solved numerically for any param-
ter from the equation

C�1 � �Rc Rm�1 � � � C�1�2�2 � �Pin�1 � Rc�, (3)

here we treat the power-conversion factor �Pin as a
onvenient dimensionless parameter for graphing
avity behavior, allowing one more easily to general-
ze and compare different experiments.

By measuring scans of the transmission and reflec-
ion as a function of the input power we determine
he actual values of � and C as well as the fraction �
f Pin that is mode matched to the cavity. Figure
�a� shows the dependence of total efficiency � �
2��Pin � C2��Pin on the input coupler’s reflectivity
nd Fig. 2�b� shows cavity reflectivity R versus the
ower-conversion factor. The y intercepts in Fig.
�b� give the parasitic loss, and the power dependence
ives �, either by curve fitting or by passing the min-
mum where Rc

opt � 1 	 �� � C�. For an experi-
ental curve, a nonzero value of the minimum would

ndicate that � � 1, as one can see from our data in
ubsection 4.D below. Additional nonlinear losses

ig. 2. Typical on-resonance reflection coefficients, R versus �Pin

or �� 0.5% and input couplers Rc� 96.5% �dashed curves�, 97.5%
dotted curve�, and 98.5% �solid curve�. �a� Dependence of overall
onversion efficiency � � P2��Pin on input coupler reflectivity for
Pin� 0.522� 10	3 and �� 0.5% �dashed–dotted curve� and ��
.0% �dashed–double-dotted curve�.
512 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 12 � 20 April 2004
ay need to be added to � as well �see Subsection
.B�. Figure 2 indicates that deviations from Rc

opt of
0.5% are not critical.

. Mode

he radii of the beam �radius where the intensity
rops to e	2 of the central intensity� at crystal face S4
nd at input mirror S2 are given, respectively, by

wc � ���

�
���1 � ��1�2�1�2

, (4)

wm � ���

� � �

1 � ��1�2�1�2

, (5)

here � � �La � Lc�n��� is the scaled cavity length
nd � is the input coupling mirror’s radius of curva-
ure �ROC�. The confocal waist at crystal face S4 is
iven by wcf � wc�� � 0.5� � ����2�1�2. Figure
�a� shows the scaled beam radii wc�wcf and wm�wcf
ersus � We see that over most of the stable range
f the cavity the beam radius at S4 remains near wcf,
hose dependence on � is shown in Fig. 3�b�. Ad-
itionally, operation on the two extremes where wcf
ould decrease significantly is impeded by increasing

nstability as �3 1 and by the crystal length itself as
3 0.
This makes cavity design extremely simple be-

ause no ABCD matrix analysis need be done, nor
oes one have to worry about coma as for ring cavi-
ies.24 The desired waist determines the mirror’s
OC; then one can simply change the cavity length to
djust almost independently the beam diameter on
he input coupler, the cavity’s free spectral range
FSR�, the level of transverse mode degeneracy �de-
enerate at � � 0.5 and � � 1�, or the crystal beam
aist to some degree. Note that for this cavity the

ig. 3. �a� Beam radii at the crystal face and at the input coupler
caled to confocal value wcf at the crystal face as a function of scaled
avity length �. �b� Corresponding confocal waist versus �.
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ransverse mode spacing at � � 0.5 is FSR�4 �
�8Lp, so all modes designated TEMmn with indices
� n � 4q, where m, n, and q are the transverse y,

ransverse z, and longitudinal mode indices of the
esonant field, respectively, will be superimposed on
he TEM00 resonance. Therefore a value of � on
ither side of 0.5 will separate the modes that are
isible in a scan of the cavity without changing the
ther parameters drastically, thus permitting easier
ode matching of the input beam.

. Optimization

hereas the equations above are useful for analyzing
avity operation, for optimization purposes we as-
ume optimum coupling conditions and perfect mode
atching �R� 0 and � � 1� such that all the power is

bsorbed by loss or conversion �� � C� in the cavity.
he finesse is then given approximately by the
abry–Perot equation F � ��Rc

opt�1�2��1 	 Rc
opt�

rom the full width at half-maximum �FWHM� of the
ransmission equation. In this case the total effi-
iency is

� � ��s2 � 1�1�2 � s�2, (6)

here s � ���2��Pin�
1�2 � ��1�2��2C�, which can be

pproximated for � � C �� 1 by

� 	
C

� � C
���C
	

1
1 � s

. (7)

From relation �7� it is clear that loss and the power-
onversion factor are the key parameters for resonant

ig. 4. �a� Comparison of overall efficiency �rising curves, left
cale� and optimum input coupler reflectivity �descending curves,
ight scale� versus power-conversion factor for various parasitic
oss values: � � 0.25% �dotted curves�, 0.5% �dashed–dotted
urves�, 1.0% �dashed curves�, and 2% �solid curves�. �b�Ratio s of
fficiency versus loss to conversion �from Eq. �6�.
avity SHG. Equation �6� is shown versus s in Fig.
�b�, where we see that high efficiency ��80%� re-
uires the loss of less than one fifth of the conversion,
hich generally means � � 1%. It is a bit easier to

ee the effect of experimental parameters ��, �Pin� if
e plot the efficiency versus �Pin for various losses as

hown in Fig. 4�a�. The associated optimum cou-
ling value for each case is shown as well. Figure 4
hows that increasing �Pin at the cost of higher loss
for example, by lengthening the crystal or decreasing
he waist at the cost of increased linear or nonlinear
bsorption� may actually decrease overall efficiency.
To account for this maximum in the overall effi-

iency an initial optimization procedure might be
rst to determine the expected input power available,
o choose a target value for � of, for example, 10	3�
in, and then, based on information in Subsections
.B and 4.C below, choose a length and a waist to
inimize the loss while we use the calculations of
ection 3 to ensure that � remains above the chosen
alue. Once the desired beam waist and crystal
ength have been chosen, the coupler is determined
nd the length can be fixed or adjusted as necessary
ased on information in this section and Subsection
.C below.
Figure 4 highlights the advantages of the semi-
onolithic cavity. First, with only two exposed in-

racavity optical surfaces, the potential for passive
oss is much less. Second, the potential for en-
anced nonlinear conversion described in Section 3
ay increase the efficiency directly for �Pin �� 10	3

r indirectly by relaxing the length or the waist con-
traints, which could reduce the overall loss �increas-
ng �� for ��Pin � 10	3. Note that if linear
bsorption �� � Lc�were the only loss, the semimono-
ithic cavity would not improve the efficiency com-
ared with that for a single-pass cavity. Because
he double-pass cavity will at best quadruple � while
t doubles the length, we can see that s �
��2��Pin�

1�2 � 2���2�4�Pin�
1�2, and hence the effi-

iency, will remain the same. Such is seldom the
ase, but the point is clear that the often highlighted
� increase in � does not mean a 4� increase in SH
ower.
The optimization of � for a Gaussian beam has been

horoughly treated by Boyd and Kleinman,22 with
mplications for cavities given by Ashkin et al.23 We
eed include only the effects of the interference be-
ween the forward- and backward-generated SH
elds, as they are now superimposed.
This interference has been the subject of several

tudies.11,15,16,25 It has been noted that the phase
hift between the forward and backward fields can
educe or enhance � by a factor of 0 to 4 times that of
he single-pass value. To our knowledge no one has
ointed out the connection between this configuration
nd the much-studied effect of walk-off compensation
ith reverse oriented crystal pairs.14,19–21 If we un-

old the cavity in Fig. 1 we see that it appears as in
ig. 5 as two crystals that are �apart from the dilec-
ric coating between them� in optical contact, with the
20 April 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 12 � APPLIED OPTICS 2513
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ign of the walk-off reversed as in the walk-off com-
ensation configuration of Fève et al.21 However, in
his case one needs only to buy, cut, and coat one
rystal; then alignment is automatic. Thus, in ad-
ition to the other advantages discussed, this config-
ration is particularly useful when large walk-off is a
roblem.
We show that, whereas one would ideally like to

liminate the phase shift at the reflective crystal face
through either proper coating or an adjustable com-
ensator�, one can always compensate for this phase
hift with the overall temperature-dependent phase
ismatch �k to achieve better than double the con-

ersion of the single-pass case.
We consider KNbO3 in detail because, although it

s somewhat delicate, its temperature sensitivity
akes it easily tunable and it has been widely used

or high-power doubling throughout the blue and
reen spectra.11 Details of this crystal and of how to
alculate the parameters associated with SHG are
iven in Appendix A.

. Theory

. Coupled-Wave Equation

he derivation of the paraxial-wave equation and its
pplication to SHG of Gaussian beams can be found
n many nonlinear optics texts.26,27 We follow the
ign convention of Boyd in that our linearly polarized
undamental and SH fields and the wave-vector mis-

atch are defined by

Em �
Am

2
exp�i�km x � m�t� � c.c. �m � 1, 2�,

(8)

�k � 2k � k , (9)

ig. 5. Effective propagation path for the circulating fundamental
nd the SH in the unfolded cavity with relative phase shift �r,
undamental walk-off angle �, and crystal cut angle �. A1 is the
pproximately constant, vertically polarized fundamental �slanted,
arred lines�. A2�y, x� are horizontally polarized SH �solid lines
ith filled circles� fields at various points in the propagation as

eferred to in the text. The output SH field at x � 2Lc is the
oherent sum of the contribution produced in each half. Axes show
elative orientations of crystal’s principal axes for each half.
1 2
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espectively, such that the intensity is given in MKS
nits by

Im �
�0 nm c

2

 Am
2. (10)

Choices of coordinate axes are shown in Fig. 5 for
ach half of the unfolded cavity. Am�r� is assumed to
e slowly varying relative to length scales of �, km �
�nm�c is the x-aligned wave vector, and r� �x, y, z�

s the standard position vector. Applying Maxwell’s
quations to a nonlinear, anisotropic medium �with
he approximation of zero absorption�, we find the
onlinear coupled-wave equations for the fundamen-
al and SH fields, respectively, at a position r in the
onlinear medium given by

�A1�r�
�x

�
i

2k1
��t

2A1�r� � i2k1�
�A1�r�
�y �

�
ik1

n1
2 dA1*�r�A2�r�exp�	i�kx�, (11)

�A2�r�
�x

�
i

2k2
�t

2A2�r� �
ik2

2n2
2 dA1�r�2 exp�i�kx�,

(12)

here the transverse Laplacian is given by �t
2 �

2��y2 � �2��z2 and * indicates a complex conjugate.
hese equations are valid for the type I phase-
atching interactions �in this case two extraordinary

eams giving one ordinary beam, e� e� o� described
n this paper. Type II equations are dealt with else-
here.14,21

The equations contain four constants that need to
e calculated or measured: the indices for the fun-
amental and the harmonic, n1 and n2; walk-off angle
; and second-order nonlinearity d � deff. These
onstants will all depend on the crystal orientation,
hich will be determined by phase-matching angle�

or the chosen temperature and wavelength. Ap-
endix A shows the calculations of these constants as
unctions of temperature and wavelength so the
eader can determine them for various situations.

These equations are integrated through twice the
rystal length, as depicted in Fig. 5, with variable
hase shift �r and reversal of the walk-off inserted at
he half-way point. �r accounts for the relative
hase shift between A1 and A2 that is due to the
ielectric mirror. Note that, as opposed to cavities
ith the mirrors independent of the crystal, angle

uning in this cavity is not possible, and the position
f the waist is fixed at the mirrored surface �the cen-
er point in Fig. 5�. Another difference from other
ases is that deff �Ref. 20� and �k do not change sign
n reflection: Only the sign of the walk-off changes.
he relation of the lab coordinates to the crystallo-
raphic axes for the forward and reflected halves is
ndicated by the two insets of Fig. 5. See Appendix

for further details. The integration routine fol-
ows the example of Fève et al.21 Recall that A will
1
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e the field associated with fundamental power Pc
ntering the crystal at surface S3.

. Semianalytic Equation

n most practical cases, with Gaussian beams and
ow single-pass pump depletion ��5%�, actual inte-
ration of the coupled-wave equations is not neces-
ary for reasonable reproduction of experimental
esults. One often replaces these equations with
euristic equations that involve a single integral.21,22

e find that, in our case, because we intentionally
ork in the weak-focusing regime �Lc � z0 �
���w0

2� for reasons discussed in Subsections 4.B
nd 4.C below, further approximations allow for an
ven simpler single-integral solution. In addition to
easonably reproducing both the power and the beam
rofile by use of any standard math software, it also
rovides some analytical insight to help in under-
tanding the important characteristics of this SHG
rocess.
The nondepleted pump approximation with the as-

umption of a Gaussian pump beam allows us to
liminate Eq. �11� and use for A1�r� the well-known
nalytical function for Gaussian propagation. One
ust account for the walk-off by replacing y in A1�r�
ith y3 y 	 �x. This results essentially in what is
nown as a heuristic equation. To simplify it even
urther, we make the approximation that weak focus-
ng allows us to ignore diffraction and assume the
ame Gaussian profile �apart from the translation in
� for propagation through the crystal. Thus

A1�r� � E0 exp�	 z2

w0
2 �
� y � �x � ��L�2�2

w0
2 � (13)

an be put directly into Eq. �12� �from which the �2

iffraction term has been removed� and the result
ntegrated over x, y, and z. Before continuing it is
mportant to point out here that this formulation was
hosen such that the translation effects that are due
o walk-off are centered about y � 0, so a positive
alk-off will produce the same beam profile as a neg-
tive walk-off but with the sign of y inverted. So,
eferring to Fig. 5, field A2

	 from the second half is
he same as A2

� inverted from the first half and so
eed not be calculated separately. Putting these
onditions together means that the final SH field af-
er the forward and backward passes is just the sum
f single-pass field A2

� � A2�y, z, Lc� and its y inver-
ion A2

	 � A2�	y, z, Lc� with two added phase shifts.
ecause the phase of the generated SH field is tied
irectly to the phase of the generating fundamental
eld, both phase shifts are given in terms of the rel-
tive phase shift between the fundamental and A2

�

hat was generated in the first pass. The first phase
hift, �r, was discussed above. The second, i�kLc,
ccounts for the phase difference accumulated as A2

�

raverses the crystal a second time relative to the
hase picked up by the fundamental on the first pass.
he result is

A2� y, z, 2Lc� � A2� y, z, Lc� � exp�i��kLc

� �r�A2�	y, z, Lc�. (14)

rom this, one might expect the resultant power out-
ut to have a phase-mismatch tuning curve with a
� cos��kLc � �r� dependence similar to that de-

cribed by Fève et al.,21 and indeed the intensity vari-
tion at y � 0 does follow, because A2

� � A2
	 there.

e shall see, however, that this configuration results
n an intensity modulation in y that, when it is inte-
rated, gives a more-complex dependence of the total
ower on the phase mismatch.
Before continuing, we do some scaling and substi-

utions. We scale the transverse coordinates by fun-
amental beam waist �0 and the propagation
oordinate by crystal length Lc:

y
�0
3 y,

z
�0
3 z,

x
Lc
3 x. (15)

hen we define a characteristic parameter �, which is
he ratio of the walk-off translation across the crystal
Lc to SH beam diameter �21�2w0�, integration pa-
ameters r and p, and horizontal transverse ampli-
ude function ��z�:

� �
�Lc

21�2w0
, (16)

r � 81�2��x �
y

21�2�
�

1
2� , (17)

p �
�kLc

81�2�
, (18)

�� z� �
�Lc

81�2�
exp�	2z2�, � �

iE0
2k1 d

n1
2 . (19)

ith these substitutions we have for a single pass
hrough the crystal

A2� y, z, Lc� � �� z�exp�i
�kLc

2
� i2yp�

� �
r	

r�
dr exp�	r2

2 �exp�ipr�, (20)

here

r �  21�2� � 2y. (21)

e can see that the result comprises three parts:
aussian horizontal transverse amplitude function
�z�, phase function !�y, �k� � exp�i�kLc�2 � i2yp

n the exponent, and vertical modulation function
�y, �k� � �r	

r� dr exp�	r2�2�exp�ipr� in the form of an
asy integral. A simple analysis of this function will
elp us to understand the results that we shall see
elow.
To understand the importance of � in this result we
20 April 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 12 � APPLIED OPTICS 2515
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an modify the integral to look like the Fourier trans-
orm of a square function " of width 81�2�, offset by
y, multiplied by a Gaussian:

F� y, �k� � �
	#

#

dr"�r, �, y�exp�	r2

2 �exp�ipr�, (22)

here

"�r, �, y� � �1 
r � 2y
 � 21�2�
0 otherwise . (23)

quation �22� presents three characteristic cases for
s to examine: � �� 1, � �� 1, and � 
 1.

. Case I: � �� 1
n the limit ��� 1, where we have a large beam waist
nd the translation that is due to walk-off is small, we
pproximate the plane-wave results found in text-
ooks. The width of the square function is much
maller than Gaussian width 21�2, so we can treat the
aussian as a constant, exp�	�2y�21�2�2. Thus, re-
oving it from the integral, we have the Fourier

ransform of the offset square function, which is a
hase-shifted sinc function �sinc�x� � sin�x��x:

F� y, �k� � exp�	2y2�exp�	i2yp�
2 sin�21�2�p�

p

� 81�2� exp�	2y2�exp�	i2yp�sinc��kLc

2 � ,

(24)

iving for the SH field

2� y, z, Lc� � �Lc exp�	2� y2 � z2�

� exp�i
�kLc

2 �sinc��kLc

2 � . (25)

otice that the y-dependent phase was canceled,
eaving, as expected, a Gaussian field of waist w0�
1�2, a flat phase front, and a sinc function phase-
atching dependence. The associated intensity has
FWHM of 2�k1�2Lc�� � 1.77.

. Case II: � �� 1
hen � �� 1 there will be a large walk-off or crystal

ength, tight focusing, or both. This is a practical
ase because optimal focusing may easily approach
his limit. But we must use caution, as the accuracy
f the approximation breaks down somewhat for tight
ocusing, where Lc � z0 � �w0

2��, the Rayleigh
ength, but this breakdown can be compensated for to
large degree, as we discuss in Subsection 3.D below.
or our approximation case II gives a square function
uch larger than the Gaussian, so for most values of
we simply have the integral of the Gaussian with

nly a small contribution from the square function
ear y �  ��21�2, outside of which the field drops
516 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 12 � 20 April 2004
apidly to zero. As the Fourier transform of a
aussian is a Gaussian, we have �for 
y
 � ��21�2�

F� y, �k� � �2��1�2 exp�	 p2

2 �
� �2��1�2 exp�	 ��kLc

4� �2� , (26)

A2� y, z, Lc� � �2��1�2�� z�exp�i
�kLc

2

� i2yp�exp�	 ��kLc

4� �2� , (27)

ith a FWHM intensity width 2�k1�2Lc � 8��ln
�2�1�2f 2�k1�2Lc�� 
 1.5�, roughly � times larger
han in case I. Also, notice that the y-dependent
hase remains intact; it is this that will produce the
ultiple lobes along the y axis for nonzero values of
k. These lobes are shown in the intensity profiles

n Subsection 4.D below.

. Case III: � 
 1
or � 
 1 we have the convolution of the Gaussian
nd the sinc functions, smoothly widening the sinc
unction and eliminating its distinct minima. Our
xample is in this regime with � � 1.7. Considering
he two limits, we may suppose a standard convolu-
ion function for the width and use 2�k1�2Lc�� �
�1.77�2 � �1.5��21�2, which seems to work well.

Figure 6 shows the single-pass tuning curve for the
hree values � � 0.17, � � 0.43, and our case � � 1.7,
alculated both with Eq. �20� and with the heuristic
quation of Boyd and Kleinman22 �in which they in-
lude a waist position parameter $ that we set as 1�.
e can see the smoothing of the nodes and the en-

argement of the tuning bandwidth as � increases.
e can also see that in this range our approximation

ig. 6. Comparison of relative SH conversion factor � calculated
y the semianalytic result �solid curves� with that of the heuristic
quation �dotted curves� for a single pass through length Lc of the
rystal for �a� case I with �� 0.1, �b� case II with �� 2, and �c� case
II with � � 1. The vertical scale is arbitrary and serves only to
how the change in form because for a given �, Lc and � can be
hosen to make all three cases visible in the same figure.
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orks quite well. Thus we can quite simply under-
tand what the double-pass power tuning curve will
e for each case.

. Second-Harmonic Power-Tuning Curves

ow we consider the interference effects that the
eflection will have on the tuning curve that one
ould obtain by measuring the total SH output power
s a function of the crystal temperature or, equiva-
ently, of phase mismatch �k. We integrate analyt-
cally the output intensity profile I2 from Eq. �10� over

and z for cases I and II, using the appropriate
quations for the fields in each case. We apply case
II to our experiment in Section 4.

For case I the single-pass field is symmetric in y
nd therefore A2

� � A2
	, so from Eqs. �10�, �14�, and

25� we get a power function of the form

PI��kLc� � P0
I sinc2��kLc

2 �2�1 � cos��kLc � �r�,

(28)

here P0
I � ��0nmc�2�
�Lcw0�

1�2�2
2 is the maxi-
um single-pass power at �k��r� 0 and the cosine

erm has the same oscillation period �kLc� 2� as the
inc2 term, except at �k� 0, where the sinc2 function
as a missing node. Indeed, in this case we see
00% modulation of the power as in Ref. 21 and the
ame sinc2 envelope width because they result from
he single-pass field but with only half of the fre-
uency in the interference modulation. This is so
ecause by temperature tuning we keep the same �k
n both halves, where in the angle-tuning case the
hange in the sign of �k doubles the relative phase
hift between the two halves that appears in the co-
ine.
For case II, by replacing Eq. �25� with Eq. �27� we

ave A2
� � A2

	 exp�	i4yp�, which then gets directly
ubtracted from the phase in Eq. �14�, so integrating
ver 
y
 � ��21�2 and z gives

PII��kLc� � P0
II exp�	 ��kLc

2� �2�2�1 � sinc��kLc�

� cos��kLc � �r�, (29)

here P0
II � P0

I�2��1�2�2� �if the large � is due to
ight focusing, one should include the correction fac-
or from Subsection 3.D for quantitative accuracy�.
quation (29) now has the same modulation fre-
uency as case I, but the modulation amplitude is
amped by the sinc function and the overall envelope
s the much wider Gaussian. A comparison of the
wo cases is shown in Fig. 7. Because the sinc and
he Gaussian are similar near �k � 0, the form is
early identical in the center region. Only the mag-
itude changes. Also shown is the single-pass case,
emonstrating that although the single-pass SHG
etermines the width of the tuning curve, it remains
ne half to one fourth smaller than in the double-pass
ase. In fact, the ratio of the double-pass maximum
o the single-pass maximum is plotted in Fig. 8 versus
he reflection phase shift �r, which we can see is
lways greater than 2. The effect of the walk-off
ompensation is most evident when one compares the
ase II double-pass curve to the case of crystal length
Lc also shown in Fig. 7. Clearly the backreflection
oes much more than just double the effective length
f the crystal, because the double-pass maximum is a
actor of 2 higher for �r � 0.

ig. 7. Comparison of SH conversion double-pass tuning curves
solid curves� for case I �� � 0.1� and case II �� � 5� for three
eflection phase shifts ��r� 0, ��2, ��. Each figure is normalized
o the single-pass case of length Lc �dashed curve� and shown with
he single-pass case of length 2Lc �dotted curve�.

ig. 8. Ratio of maximum double-pass SHG conversion to the
ingle pass versus relative phase mismatch �r caused by the HR
rystal coating for � � 2.
20 April 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 12 � APPLIED OPTICS 2517
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2

. Effects of Focusing

he small error shown in Fig. 6 between the semi-
nalytic result and the heuristic equation consists of
n amplitude increase and a negative phase shift,
oth of which are results of our assumption of a con-
tant beam diameter. This error can be significant
hen one is operating near optimum focusing param-

ter Lc�2z0 � 1, as many people do. We have ig-
ored these focusing effects for simplicity and ease of

nterpretation, but we can easily correct for them for
more quantitatively precise result.
The phase shift comes from the Guoy phase lag of
�x� � arctan�x�z0� that a Gaussian beam passing

hrough its waist sees relative to a plane wave. The
pplication to SHG was discussed by Boyd and Klein-
an.22 It is a linear shift near the waist, and for our

urposes we can accounted for it by simply subtract-
ng it from the relative phase such that �k 3 �k 	
f�Lc, where �f � arctan�Lc�z0�. It is important to
ote that to do so amounts to translating the hori-
ontal axis ��kLc� of our power-tuning curves by this
xed offset. Therefore our not including this offset
oes not really affect our results. Even though it
ay look initially as if the new argument ��kLc 	

f � �r� in Eqs. �28� and �29� would shift the inter-
erence pattern in Fig. 7 in a manner similar to �r,
his shift is also in all the single-pass arguments, so
he form of the tuning curve in fact remains the same
n the end.

The amplitude error is dominated by an
naccounted-for intensity reduction as the beam ex-
ands away from the beam waist at the mirror. Be-
ause the SHG is highly sensitive to this reduction
nd the contribution of each small length of crystal is
roportional to the inverse area of the fundamental
eam, we can reduce the final power simply by a
actor of the average squared waist:

� � � w
w0

�2

�
z0

Lc �0
Lc�z0 dx

1 � x2 �
z0

Lc
arctan�Lc�z0�

�
z0

Lc
�f, (30)

hich clearly goes to unity for small focusing param-
ters.
We mention two final issues regarding focusing:

irst, if there are no other constraints on the cavity
eam waist �thermal lensing, blue-light-induced in-
rared absorption �BLIIRA�, optical damage limits,
ngular bandwidth, there is the question of choosing
he optimum focusing parameter for the double-pass
ystem. For a single pass this choice was dealt with
horoughly by Boyd and Kleinman,22 but for the dou-
le pass it may not be immediately clear: Does one
ptimize each single pass of length Lc, as would seem
ppropriate from Eq. �14�, or optimize the double pass
f length 2Lc, as Fig. 5 would seem to suggest. It
urns out that it makes no difference. The optimum
aist calculated from Ref. 22 for length 2Lc with the
aist at the center, or for L with the waist at the end
c

518 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 12 � 20 April 2004
ace, is the same, so one can just use the graph in Ref.
2 for length 2Lc and the waist at the center.
The second issue is that these calculations do not

ake into account the effect of angular bandwidth on
focused beam. If angular bandwidth %� �FWHM

f the power-tuning curve� owing to the dependence
f �k on � is less than angular divergence 2�0 �
����nw0� of the fundamental beam, then the phase-
atching condition is not met for all Fourier compo-
ents of the beam. This issue is addressed in
everal places for certain circumstances; usually a
ort of weighted average is taken of the contributions
f all Fourier components that compose the beam.28,29

e do not present any simple approximation or even
stimation for this effect but simply point out that
his condition exists both for our experiment and that
f Bode et al.11 and seems to be the most likely ex-
lanation for the lower-than-expected conversion ef-
ciency.

. Experiment

. Cavity Details

ur need for more than 100 mW of power at the Sr
esonance of 461 nm meant converting a strong,
onger-wavelength pump laser through a dye or a
onlinear cavity. It was clear, because SHG cavities
ommonly achieve greater than 50% conversion, that
e could get by with several hundred milliwatts of
ower at 922 nm, which could most cheaply and re-
iably be obtained from a semiconductor tapered am-
lifier. We used an SDL TD444 tapered amplifier
hose gain spectrum at room temperature covered

oughly 900–950 nm. We injected it with a grating
tabilized diode master laser at 922 nm with two
5-dB optical isolators needed to prevent feedback
rom the input facet of the amplifier. For amplifier
rive currents of 1–1.4 A, and injected powers of �1
o 13 mW, the amplifier output reached greater than
00 mW. The strongly astigmatic output was colli-
ated with an f� 8 mm lens for one axis, followed by
cylindrical lens for the other axis. This beam

assed through two more isolators and a telescope
efore being directed to the cavity. Despite the ap-
arently square shape of the amplifier output, we
ypically coupled 80–85% of the remaining light into
he TEM00 mode of the cavity.

The actual cavity that we built was a little larger
han indicated in Fig. 1 to accommodate temperature
ontrol, cavity alignment, and modulation. Our val-
es for the surfaces shown in Fig. 1 are described as
ollows:

S1 is a 45° dichroic beam splitter with reflection
oefficients R � HR �922 nm� and R � 7% �461 nm�.
S2 is a spherical mirror with a ROC of 35 mm and

eflection coefficients R � 96.7% �922 nm� and R �
.7% �461 nm�.
S3 is a double AR-coated crystal surface with R �

.25% �922 nm� and R � 0.5% �461 nm�.
S4 is a double-HR-coated crystal surface with R �

9.9% �922 nm� and R � 99.5% �461 nm�. Direct
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ransmission measurements indicate that R �
9.9999% at 922 nm.

From Eq. �4�, the 35-mm ROC gives a confocal
aist of 72 $m, where for �� 0.5, La� 13 mm. We
enerally operated the cavity in a slightly nondegen-
rate mode with 0.5 � � � 0.6.
Figure 9 shows a typical sweep over one free spec-

ral range of the cavity in which the transverse
odes can be clearly seen to have the nearly c�8Lp

pacing that was described in Section 2. We chose
mode radius much larger than the optimum waist

f 31 $m to try to avoid the power-limiting effects of
hermal lensing and BLIIRA that was a concern of
revious work,11,14,30–34 which we discuss in Sub-
ection 4.C below. The shorter cavity and larger
aist may also mean that the beam diameter at the
irrors can be smaller than in longer cavities, in-

reasing the need for quality coatings that can hold
p to higher intensities. Our first input coupler
as found to have degraded during the first year of
se.
Our KNbO3 crystal is 10 mm� 3 mm� 3 mm and

s cut as indicated in Fig. 5, with the orientation
pecified at � � 48°  0.5°. The phase-matching
emperature of 27.3°  1 °C at 921.7 nm indicates a
ut of 48.56°  0.16°. This gives a walk-off of � �
.99° and should produce a deff of approximately 18
m�V. Though we were not able to measure this
alue directly, the unexpectedly low conversion de-
cribed in Subsection 4.A may indicate a lower
alue for deff as a partial factor. It is well known
hat crystal quality can vary and that KNbO3 can be
amaged by thermal or mechanical stress. It could
e that the daily temperature cycling that is done in
nitial operation of the cavity has caused the crystal
o depole. It is recommended that one vary the
emperature more slowly than 0.5 °C�min �Ref. 35�
o prevent this degradation or, better yet, keep the
rystal at one temperature continuously.
To minimize the chance of sudden temperature

hanges, we maintained the entire cavity on an en-

ig. 9. Typical cavity scan of a slightly nondegenerate cavity,
howing two TEM00 modes with the higher-order modes separated
y roughly FSR�4.
losed, heated base held near the phase-matching
emperature. The large thermal mass ensured that
ailure of the temperature control system would not
ermit a sudden drop in the crystal’s temperature.
ine control of the crystal’s temperature was done
ith a small Peltier cooler underneath the Cu crystal
ount. The crystal was held in place by spring-

oaded Cu foil on the top and one side that pushed
ently into a square corner to give it thermal contact
n all sides while still preventing stress from thermal
xpansion. A thermally conductive pad surrounded
he crystal for better contact, providing a time con-
tant of the order of a second.
Although it is possible to operate at 922 nm with

oncritical phase matching, a crystal temperature of
50 °C is required. We chose to work at room tem-
erature, which has several advantages:

• First, it is technically much easier to design,
onstruct, maintain, and use a cavity at room tem-
erature. Because of the compact size of our cavity,
e would otherwise be required to maintain the en-

ire apparatus at the same high temperature as the
rystal.

• Second, 150 °C is very near the phase transition
emperature of 180 °C, and thus is less stable against
epoling.
• Finally, as we discuss in Subsection 4.C below,

he thermal effects that can limit SHG can be much
educed at room temperature. A ring cavity operat-
ng at 150 °C was unstable for P2� � 180 mW because
f thermal problems.36

Under the Peltier cooler was a five-axis NewFocus
tage that facilitated angular alignment of the cavity
s well as three-axis control of the crystal position to
ermit the use of different parts of the crystal or of
he coating if there were defects, without misaligning
he cavity. The input coupler was mounted onto a
iezo Mechanik 500 V piezoelectric stack tube offer-

ng nominally 5 $m of translation along the axis.
his coupler was screwed into an Al mount that held
he dichroic beam splitter such that both could easily
e removed or replaced. An amplified photodiode
as mounted behind the crystal for monitoring of the

ransmission signal, though care had to be taken be-
ause both the fundamental and the SH could con-
ribute to the signal.

Stabilization of the cavity resonance to the funda-
ental frequency could be accomplished either by use

f the fundamental wavelength transmitted or, for
peration at high enough powers, of the SH output.
e found the latter to work well for daily use �espe-

ially if the problem in transmission mentioned above
s considered�, allowing us to lock to the maximum of
he blue output. We used a modulation of 20 kHz on
he piezo mirror, which we detected on a small SH
ignal transmitted through a dielectric mirror follow-
ng the dichroic beam splitter.

With the cavity, and hence within the SH, we used
he output slaved to the master laser to provide a
aturated-absorption signal from a Sr heat pipe,
20 April 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 12 � APPLIED OPTICS 2519
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2

hich was then used to stabilize the master laser to
he 51S0–51P1 transition. The saturated-absorption
rror signal from the counterpropagating pump–
robe pair was again obtained through a modulation,
his time at 30 kHz, introduced by an acousto-optic
odulator to the pump beam. The heat pipe was
ade from standard C25 ultrahigh-vacuum tubing

oughly 20 cm long with a sapphire conflate window
n either end and a 5-cm-long section of heating coil
elded to the center. A vacuum cross was added to

ne end for a gauge and a pumping port. It was
oaded with Sr in an Ar atmosphere, then pumped
own to vacuum, reloaded with approximately 100
Pa of Ar, and sealed. By varying the temperature
ear 300 °C we obtained a well-controlled absorption,
uch that the cell could go from almost transparent to
early opaque. The Ar collision rate is high enough
o act as a buffer, ensuring that the Sr vapor reached
cold section of the pipe before reaching a window

ut low enough to ensure that the collisional broad-
ning and frequency shift were well within the tran-
ition linewidth. Based on the noise in the error
ignal of the cavity feedback loop, we put an upper
ound of 2 MHz on the laser linewidth. The result
as a stable, tunable or frequency-stabilized output

hat supplied sufficient power for both the Zeeman
lower and the MOT described by Bidel et al.3

. Blue-Light-Induced Infrared Absorption

LIIRA is generally regarded as the limiting factor in
HG to the blue wavelengths with KNbO3. Al-
hough the precise mechanisms are uncertain, the
ost popular model suggests that the presence of

lue light depopulates low-level traps through photo-
onization, which then allows for increased infrared
bsorption.30 We can then describe the total power
blue and IR� absorbed Pabs in the crystal for blue and
R linear absorption coefficients &2� and &� by

Pabs � �&�Pc � &2�P2� � &b�I2��Pc2Lc. (31)

his additional, blue-intensity-dependent IR absorp-
ion �&b�I2�� is often considered to explain the devi-
tion from the theoretical SHG efficiency curves at
igher powers.11,33,36 Although the time scales and
ffects can be similar to those that one might expect
rom thermal problems through simple absorption,
LIIRA combined with the thermal sensitivity of
NbO3 can cause complicated and dramatic effects.32

ome focused quantitative studies have been done to
haracterize both linear absorption and BLIIRA as a
unction of wavelength, temperature, doping, and
ower.30,32,34 One can summarize these as follows:

• Parameters vary greatly from crystal to crystal.
• Undoped crystals tend to have higher absorp-

ion in the IR but lower absorption in the blue and
ess temperature dependence for BLIIRA.

• Higher temperatures reduce absorption greatly
n doped crystals and slightly in undoped crystals.
520 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 12 � 20 April 2004
• Undoped KNbO3 tends to have very low &�, in
he range 0.05–0.3% cm	1, and very high
avelength-dependent &2�, in the range 2–10% cm	1.
• Undoped KNbO3 seems to have a BLIIRA

hreshold near 5 kW cm	2, above which it becomes
inear in I2� with a slope of 2–300 cm MW	1 �increas-
ng inversely to blue wavelength�, and below which it
oes as log�I2�� with a maximum of approximately
.3–0.5% cm	1.

The last point seems consistent with published re-
ults, which generally show the deviation from non-
LIIRA theory near this 5-kW cm	2 value, above
hich the absorption can reach several percent per

entimeter. Below this value one can expect
LIIRA to be roughly 2–3 times the linear IR absorp-

ion, and therefore, without precise measurements, it
ould easily be mistaken for larger passive cavity
osses and larger conversion factors.

The BLIIRA, even when it is small relative to the
onversion factor, can still reduce efficiency, as shown
n Fig. 4, and this will be even more dramatic above
he threshold. Because the absorption can vary sig-
ificantly one must take care in increasing the crystal

ength or reducing the beam waist to increase � be-
ause both of these changes are likely to increase the
otal loss. For example, we can see that � � Lc�w0.
f we write the loss as a fixed loss plus absorption, �

�0�&�Lc, then Eq. �6�will show that when &�Lc�

0 the efficiency will start to decrease with increasing
c. This condition is quite possible with BLIIRA
nd a low loss semimonolithic cavity.
To reduce BLIRA effects we chose our waist to be 72

m, such that we would expect a maximum blue in-
ensity to be well below 5 kW cm	2 �assuming �300
W of blue�, and still predicting a power-conversion

actor of greater than 10	3 �assuming that Pin � 400
W and � � 8 kW	1 calculated for our parameters
ith deff � 18 pm�V and worst case �r � ��. Except
y selecting larger beam waists, and perhaps operat-
ng at a higher temperature, one may be unable to
void BLIIRA.

. Thermal Effects

he detrimental effects of BLIIRA can go well beyond
hat of simply increasing the losses as described
bove. Increased absorption at large intracavity in-
ensities can cause significant transverse and longi-
udinal thermal gradients inside the crystal, which
an lead to reduced mode matching or mode quality
s a result of thermal lensing,14,31 variation in phase
ismatch caused by longitudinal gradients,32 or even

avity instability.36 Sorting out which effects are
resent can be difficult, but some values can easily be
stimated with some simple models.
Similarly to Polzik and Kimble,31 we can analyze

his cavity, deriving equations that describe the
teady-state thermal gradients in the crystal by
pproximating the crystal as an infinite cylinder of
adius a and solving the heat diffusion equation
ssuming a constant heat source from the beam
bsorption at the center. Although we do include
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he SH absorption in the heat source, we simply
onsider that all the power is confined in a Gaussian
eam of fixed waist w0. Temperature T�a� at the
rystal boundary is fixed by a stabilized feedback
oop, which results in the following temperature-
ifference profile:

T�r� � T�a� � �T�1 �
��r�
��a�� , (32)

��r� � �E � ln�r̃� � �
r̃

# exp�	t�
t

dt

� 	'
t�1

# �	r̃�t

t!t
� r̃, (33)

r̃ � 2� r
w0

�2

, (34)

�T � T�0� � T�a� �
Pabs��a�
4�Lc kth

, (35)

here kth � 0.4 W cm	1 K	1 is the thermal conduc-
ivity of undoped KNbO3 �Ref. 32� and �E �
.577215 . . . is Euler’s constant.
Obviously the most important parameter for ther-
al effects is temperature dependence of the index of

efraction, where fundamental index n1 is relevant
or thermal lensing and difference n1	 n2 is relevant
or the thermally induced phase mismatch. We de-
ote the dependence on temperature of n1 by ṅT �
n1��T and the phase-mismatch dependence by
k̇T � ��k��T. These dependencies are calculated
nd graphed in Appendix A for various fundamental
avelengths and temperatures. We can see that for

ur parameters the calculated values of �k̇T � 	15
m	1 K	1 and ṅT� 6� 10	7 K	1 are factors of 2 and
0 times smaller, respectively, than those expected at
50 °C by Vogel,36 for which thermal problems were
een. One can see that for the 50 nm from 920 to 970
m one can choose the temperature for critical phase
atching at which ṅT � 0. Although �k̇T increases
ith temperature for a given wavelength, we shall

ee that this increase will be less critical in our con-
guration because both the fundamental �because of

ts larger waist� and the SH �because of its symmetric
eflection� beams are longitudinally distributed
early evenly through the crystal, thus greatly reduc-

ng the phase-mismatch gradient problems discussed
y Busse et al.32

One can compensate for uniform longitudinal heat-
ng during continuous wave operation by adjusting
he temperature set point for maximum SHG after
he cavity is locked to the resonance. Comparison of
he difference between the optimum set tempera-
ures of low average power operation �continuous
ave at low input powers or pulsed operation� and

hose at high average power operation can be used to
pproximate a measured �T value for Eq. �32�. For
ur measurements we found �T values as high as
.4 °C. This value can also be estimated for compar-
son by use of Eq. �32� and expected values for &�, &2�,
b, P2�, and Pc. Assuming typical values of 0.2%,
%, and 0.5% cm	1 and of 180 mW and 6 W, respec-
ively, we get �T � 1.5 °C.

To evaluate the significance of thermal lensing
ith the ABCD matrix formalism, we approximate

he induced transverse index profile with a quadradic
ndex profile, using the approximation for T�r� given
y relation �33� �Refs. 27 and 31�:

n�r� � n�a� � ṅT�T�r� � T�a� (36)

� n�a� � ṅT�T �
2ṅT�T
(�a�w0

2 r2 (37)

� n�0� �
n̂
2

r2, (38)

ṅ �
4ṅT�T

��a�w0
2 . (39)

Figure 10 shows, for our input coupler, the effect
hat heating of the crystal will have on the mode, and
ence on input coupling and SHG efficiency, versus
he scaled cavity length, defined as in Section 2 for
arious values of ṅ. The solid curves show the un-
erturbed cavity as in Fig. 3, with the variations that

ig. 10. Effect of thermal lensing on �a� the waist in the crystal,
b� the beam radius at the input coupler, and �c� the fraction of the
old-cavity mode that will still couple to the thermally altered
odes versus scaled cavity length for various thermal index gra-

ients n̂. Solid curves, the cold cavity �n̂ � 0� case shown in Fig.
. Dashed �dotted� curves, positive �negative� thermal index gra-
ients of values n̂���	�0.1,��	�0.2, and��	�0.25 cm	2 moving
ut from the solid curves.
20 April 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 12 � APPLIED OPTICS 2521
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re due to positive �negative� index gradients shown
y the dashed �dotted� curves. The quadratic index
rofile is of course a rough approximation, but this
gure shows us, first, that for both positive and neg-
tive thermal index gradients there are cavity
engths just slightly greater than the confocal length
hat can minimize the effect of thermal lensing on the
aist in the crystal, thus giving stability to the SHG
rocess. Second, we can see that the beam radius
rror at the input mirror increases in proportion to
he index gradient for all cavity lengths, meaning
hat some error in mode matching is inevitable. The
ode-matching fraction still remains above 90% near

he confocal region, even for the largest perturbations
hown. Although cavities with smaller waists are
ess sensitive to ṅ, the w0

	2 dependence overcomes
his advantage, making the overall effect more pro-
ounced.
For our parameters, ṅ � 10	2 cm	2 is an order of
agnitude smaller than the values shown, so we ex-

ect no effect from thermal lensing. Recall that this
s so largely because we are working near the zero of
he ṅT curve. In general one should consider care-
ully the cavity length for compensation. Another
ffect to consider is that of longitudinal gradients
aused by the longitudinal buildup of blue power
contributing both directly through &2� and indirectly
y BLIIRA� and by the natural diffraction of the
eam. We can largely resolve the diffraction prob-
em by working in the weak-focusing regime, but in
ddition the ABCD analysis shows that this effect can
e reduced further for small, positive index gradients,
s thermal lensing counteracts the beam diffraction.
lthough our ABCD calculation supposes constant ṅ
alues for each curve, self-consistent calculations
ade elsewhere have shown little difference.31 For

he blue power buildup, the retroreflection in the
rystal ensures that the SH intensity will change by
ess than a factor of 2 along the length of the crystal,
hich is much more nearly uniform than single-pass

ystems.

. Results

s stated in Section 1, the output of the SHG is
nusual. It will in general show neither the
inc2��k�T�Lc temperature dependence in the power
hat one typically associates with plane-wave SHG
or the Gaussian or elongated Gaussian intensity
rofile that one sees in single-crystal unidirectional
HG. Instead, one sees in the temperature-tuning
urve the complex modulation described in Subsec-
ion 3.C that is uniquely characteristic of the situa-
ion reflected in Fig. 5 and the associated lobed forms
n the output intensity profiles as shown in Fig. 11.
ndeed, one can even use the tuning curve to measure
he reflection phase shift. In this section we com-
are our experimentally measured tuning curve and
eam form dependence, for the parameters given
bove, with that predicted in Section 3 for both the
nalytic equation and the numerical integration.
Figure 12 shows the measured SH output �dia-
onds�, as we varied the temperature of the crystal
522 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 12 � 20 April 2004
rom 24.4 to 29.2 °C, overlaid on the theoretical
urves that correspond to Eq. �20� �dotted curve� and
o the numerical integration �solid curve� for a mea-
ured coupled input power of 10.7 mW, corresponding
o a circulating power Pc of 750 mW �assuming a
avity buildup of approximately 70, based on finesse
easurements�. This low power allows us to mini-
ize thermal effects and to make a simple compari-

on to the theoretical curves by assuming a constant
irculating power related to the input by the low-
ower cavity finesse. This is so because at small
owers the cavity finesse is dominated by the con-
tant parasitic loss and thus the SH output is just
roportional to � by P2 � �P1

2. The temperature
as measured with a digital thermometer with a

ype-K thermocouple to be accurate to less than 1 °C.
he horizontal axis is given both in temperature and

n units of �k�T�Lc�� as calculated in Appendix A,

ig. 11. Example of CCD images of the SH far-field intensity
rofile along with curves that show the y axis cut through the
enter for �kLc�2� � 1.72 �right� and for the maximum at �kLc�
� � 0.47 �left�.

ig. 12. Comparison of temperature-tuning curve P��k�T�Lc for
he adjusted experimental data �diamonds�, the analytic equation
solid curve�, and the nearly indistinguishable numerical integra-
ion �dashed curve�. Upper and lower axes, measured tempera-
ure and associated phase mismatch, respectively, as related in
ppendix A. Data are multiplied by 6 to permit a qualitative
omparison with the calculations.
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ith the �k� 0 point left as an adjustable parameter
ith which to align the data horizontally with the

heoretical curve. For the calculations we use val-
es of d � 18 pm�V and �r � 0.75�; the latter is
hosen by eye to give the best fit. Although these
arameters predict a factor-of-6 more SH power, we
ttribute this discrepancy largely to the effects of the
mall angular bandwidth and perhaps to a smaller
alue of d because d was not measured. Our beam
ivergence of 2�0 � 3.68 mrad is significantly larger
han the � angular bandwidth %� � 1.04 mrad but
maller than the " angular bandwidth, %" � 23.2
rad. Nonetheless, by scaling the data in Fig. 12 we

an see that the complex structure in the
emperature-tuning curve is well described by this
imple analysis.
We additionally made at each temperature a CCD

mage of the output beam illuminating a spinning
aper card at a distance of 90 cm from the cavity
ntrance. Two examples of such CCD images are
hown in Fig. 11, with the corresponding intensity
lices shown above and below. The left-hand image
as taken at the peak of the tuning curve. The ratio

f the y and z widths is �2�5, which is actually less
lliptical than a single pass would be. Recalling that
his is the far field, one would expect the visible el-
ipticity in the left-hand spot to be opposite the walk-
ff direction and hence opposite the y-axis
odulation �shown vertical in these images�.
A similar slice was taken at each temperature to

how the modulation of the y-axis beam profile as a
unction of �k. The experimental slices are shown
n Fig. 13�a� below the corresponding calculated
rofiles. Each slice was normalized by its maxi-
um intensity to show the structure better, as the

ower dependence versus �k was already shown in
ig. 12. We can see that the semianalytic Fig.
3�b� and the full numerical integration Fig. 13�c�
re almost indistinguishable and that both repro-
uce the experimental beam profiles, though again
iscrepancies may be expected because of the an-
ular bandwidth problem.
Finally, in Fig. 14�a� we present the measured ef-

ciency versus input power, which shows as much as
5% efficiency, along with the associated reflection
ata in Fig. 14�b�. These data were taken with a
patial filter in place, reducing the maximum power
vailable to 180 mW while only slightly improving
he mode-matching efficiency. For the measured
oints �diamonds�, 85% mode matching of the mea-
ured input power and a 14.65% loss of the blue
ower are assumed. The blue loss includes the in-
ut coupler �5%� and the dichroic beam spitter �7%�
nd assumes the lowest absorption �1.5%�cm� re-
orted by Busse et al.32 Higher absorption or inclu-
ion of small losses at HR- and AR-coated surfaces
ould indicate even better efficiency. Comparing
ig. 14 with Fig. 4 suggests losses of less than 1% in

he IR. For the solid curve presented for comparison
e suppose that � � 4.0 kW	1, � � 0.2% cm	1, and
b � 0.13% cm	1 at the maximum. The dotted
urve is for no BLIIRA and with � � 4.6 kW	1.
hese values have not been precisely measured:
he curves are simply intended to show qualitative
greement for reasonable values. We can see that
lthough both curves match equally well in reflection,
he BLIIRA makes a big difference in lowering the
fficiency. In this regime, �Pin � 0.5 � 10	3, we
ould gain some efficiency by shortening the crystal

o reduce the overall loss and increase the angular
andwidth. This is especially true when more input
ower is available. We have achieved as much as
00 mW of internal SH power at 461 nm for a raw
nput of 404 mW of IR radiation and no spatial filter.
his shows reduced efficiency �� 
 58%, assuming
hat � � 0.85� despite the higher powers. We have
ot considered resonant effects caused by the 5% re-
ection of the SH light, which could increase the
LIIRA slightly owing to enhanced internal SH in-

ensity, but we have not noticed any problem in main-
aining stable operation.

. Conclusions

e have presented an analysis of a semimonolithic
tanding wave cavity for second-harmonic genera-
ion, considering the effects of this configuration on
esign, tuning, thermal effects, and optimization.
e have attempted to present this analysis in a prac-

ig. 13. Comparison of �a� the y-axis modulation of SH intensity
rofiles measured by a CCD camera in the far field with the profiles
redicted by �b� Eq. �14� and by �c� numerical integration of Eqs.
11� and �12� as we vary �k. The camera image plane is �90 cm
rom the waist in the crystal, and profiles in �b� and �c� were
btained from the Fourier transform of the near-field calculations.
20 April 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 12 � APPLIED OPTICS 2523
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ical manner to aid any researcher in need of such a
evice to build and understand it. The advantages
f this standing wave cavity relative to a traditional
ing cavity center about its compact monolithic con-
truction, which reduces cost and loss while it en-
ances stability and simplicity, and its single-output
tanding wave design, which offers automatically
ligned walk-off compensation and reduced longitu-
inal intensity gradients. Additionally, the on-axis
esign is coma free and allows one to easily vary the
nput mode diameter by more than a factor of 2 with
ittle effect on the SHG. We have shown a SHG
fficiency of �70% at input powers of 120 mW,
hereas other researchers, who used a shorter crys-

al �less loss�, achieved 81% efficiency at �340 mW
nput, despite the fact that in neither case was the
R coating phase shift on the crystal optimized �in

act, our phase shift was nearly a worst case�.
We have focused primarily KNbO3 because of its
ide range of compatibility for SHG, its large non-

inear coefficient, and its adaptability to critical or
oncritical phase matching. Although we have em-
hasized and demonstrated its advantages as a tun-
ble, high power source that is suitable for laser
ooling and atomic spectroscopy in the blue–green
pectral region, it should work even better at longer
avelengths, where BLIIRA will not be a problem, a

act that becomes increasingly more interesting as
ore solid-state sources develop in the 1.1–1.4 $m

ange, where for KNbO3 the walk-off is 2°–4°.37

hen they are combined with efficient SHG these
ources could provide convenient sources for trapping

ig. 14. Experimental data �diamonds� for �a� conversion effi-
iency � � P2��Pin versus mode-matched power Pin and �b� the
xperimental reflected power ratio �on resonance to off resonance�
ersus total power in Pin��. Shown for comparison are curves
alculated with �solid curves, see text� and without �dotted curves�
LIIRA.
524 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 12 � 20 April 2004
r spectroscopy in the red–yellow region �for example,
or lithium or sodium�.

The principal advantages of this crystal can be ap-
lied to other crystals as well. Retroreflecting SHG
ith a separate reflecting mirror has even been done
ith periodically poled structures, for which walk-off is
ot a problem.25,38 Juwiler et al.25 showed that wedge
tructuring can control the reflection phase mismatch,
hich, by this analysis, could mean that higher effi-

iencies would be achieved with shorter crystal
engths. Although Juwiler et al. suggested putting an
nput coupler on the crystal, we calculate that it would
lso be possible to use the wedged facet as the high
eflector, thus combining this phase control in exactly
he cavity form that we have been discussing.

ppendix A. Calculation of Constants

e wish to be able to calculate the crystal parameters
sed in this paper as functions of wavelength, tem-
erature, and polarization. The starting point is
ecessarily index of refraction ñj��, T�, where j � �a,
, c� is one of the three crystallographic axes as de-
ned by Biaggio et al.35 and shown in Fig. 15. For
ny chosen propagation direction given by unit vector

ˆ there are two possible polarization directions in the
erpendicular plane �axes y and z in Fig. 15� for dis-
lacement vector D on which the polarization prop-
gates unchanged. Once we have the appropriate
irection we can get the phase-matching angles and
onlinear coefficients used in Section 3 and the tem-
erature derivatives used in Section 4 for any case.
or a thorough explanation of such calculations and
omplete figures one should see Zysset et al.39 and
iaggio et al.35; however, to provide a stand-alone

ig. 15. Depiction of axis definition for relating crystallographic
xes �a, b, c� to lab axes �x, y, z� defined by the chosen polarization
y� and propagation �x� directions. This example is appropriate
or KNbO3 of type I �e � e � o� phase matching described in the
ext. Here � is the phase-matching angle in the a–b plane, � is
he walk-off angle, S is the Poynting vector, k is the wave vector,

is the displacement vector, and E� and E2� are the fundamental
nd the SH electric field vectors, respectively. All vectors are in
he a–b plane, except for E2�, which lies along the 	z axis.
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eference for reproducing this cavity with KNbO3 at
ther temperatures and wavelengths we have orga-
ized the necessary equations and material coeffi-
ients in compact form in this appendix.

. Index

ysset et al.39 provided an excellent analyses of the
efractive indices of KNbO3 and of the way to calcu-
ate ñj��, T�. We summarize the calculation:

1. One uses the Sellmeier equation �Eq. �A1� to
odel the wavelength dependence of n at a given

emperature, given the Sellmeier coefficients for that
emperature. Zysset et al.39 measured the five coef-
cients �S1ij, S2ij, �1ij, �2ij, Dij� for six temperatures
i �i � 1 . . . 6� on each axis, thus providing for each
xis j

nj��, Ti�
2 � �S1ij��

2�1ij
2��2 � �1ij

2� � S2i��
2�2ij

2��2

� �2ij
2� � Dij�

2 � 1 (A1)

or six measured temperatures. The coefficients and
ssociated temperatures are provided in Table 1.

2. Next one assumes a quadratic dependence on
emperature for a given wavelength of the form

nj��, T� � C0j��� � C1j���T � C2j���T
2. (A2)

iven the six data pairs �Ti, ñj��, Ti�� from Eq. �A1�
or each axis, one can fit the quadratic equation for
ny desired wavelength. The results are accurate to
1.5 � 10	4.

ith these functions, one can calculate the needed
rystal properties: walk-off angles; critical and non-
ritical phase-matching angles and temperatures for
ny wavelength; thermal lensing effects; and �k ver-

Table 1. Sellmeier

ij S1ij �$m	2� S2ij �$m	2�

1a 20.05519 149.8408
2a 20.27475 152.338
3a 19.33691 150.4971
4a 16.60832 142.0508
5a 16.04692 140.7942
6a 13.89662 137.2157
1b 19.37347 135.4992
2b 20.6625 144.1607
3b 20.06891 142.7868
4b 14.37713 123.3481
5b 18.87445 138.8675
6b 22.1202 162.8852
1c 16.0917 165.4431
2c 18.24447 181.1303
3c 17.56954 176.6712
4c 14.0194 158.4156
5c 16.48284 167.7579
6c 21.47866 215.6493

aRef. 39. Ti�1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 � 22°, 50°, 75°, 100°, 140°, 180 °C, re
us angle, temperature, or wavelength for finding
uning bandwidths. A direct application of these
unctions lies in finding the noncritical phase-
atching temperatures for various wavelengths
hen nc�2�� � nb��� or nc�2�� � na���.

. Walk-Off

olving Maxwell’s equations for the propagation of a
lane wave in an anisotropic medium with dielectric
ensor �ij, we find that

D � �0 n2E � �0 n2�k̂ � E�k̂. (A3)

s the Poynting vector is by definition perpendicular
o E, and D is perpendicular to k by Eq. �A3�, we can
ee that the walk-off results from the second term on
he right-hand side of Eq. �A3�. Its value can be
btained by inspection of Fig. 15 and the relation D�
E once we get �. By taking the dot product of Eq.
A3� with D and choosing the crystallographic basis,
e can connect ñ with the diagonalized dielectric

ensor by �jj � �0ñj
2. Then from Fig. 15 we can see

hat, in terms of ña, ñb, and", the walk-off is given by

� � arctan� ñb

ña
tan�"�� � ". (A4)

rom Eq. �A4� it is clear that the propagation will
alk off in the direction of the larger index, as shown

n Fig. 15.

. Effective Index and Phase Matching

or critical phase matching, for which we use the
rystal birefringence to match the indices of the fun-
amental and SH waves, we need to calculate an
ffective index in the y–z plane from ñ. Equation
A3� readily gives the equation for an index ellipsoid
ormed by use of ñ 2 as the major axes of three-

cients for KNbO3
a

oefficient

ij �nm� �2ij �nm� Dij ��1010 m	2�

.157447 129.092177 2.517432

.664256 127.592234 2.514857

.77236 129.504923 2.514893

.628822 137.103137 2.51586

.779572 137.395507 2.508202

.698261 143.185689 2.511282

.74569 137.003919 2.845018

.398899 130.593449 2.827127

.5307 131.949874 2.80751

.956034 151.431231 2.79633

.864168 135.282114 2.771253

.016254 119.793115 2.762299

.227833 119.71423 1.943289

.752642 111.742295 1.945428

.675941 113.973036 1.95288

.219822 125.100075 1.968455

.712779 118.491217 1.982648

.773409 98.801194 2.004523

ively.
Coeffi

C

�1

258
258
260
265
267
273
272
271
272
281
274
271
255
252
254
262
258
252
j
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imensional ellipsoid. From this equation one can
educe geometrically the formula for n in any given
irection that, for propagation in a principal plane
uch as in Fig. 15, gives a simple ellipse such as

ny
2 sin2�"�

ña
2 �

ny
2 cos2�"�

ñb
2 � 1. (A5)

or phase matching we want nc���2� � ny���, which
e substitute into Eq. �A5� to solve for ". Alterna-

ively, we can rewrite Eq. �A3� as �ñi
2�D � n2�1 	

�D, where Ki, j � k̂ik̂j and �ñi
2� is a diagonal matrix,

nd solve it more generally for Dy, Dz, ny, and nz for
given � and T.
Now we can numerically calculate the derivatives

t any point as well, which can then be used for
valuating thermal effects as in Subsection 4.C.
igure 16 shows the temperature gradients of �k and
y versus wavelength for five temperatures; each
oint was calculated for the appropriate phase-
atching angle. The wavelength range for each

urve represents the phase-matching range for that
emperature in this configuration.

. Effective Nonlinear Coefficient

oupled-wave equations Eqs. �11� and �12� are de-
ived from vector equations: one for each
olarization-frequency pair involved �â, ��. We want

ig. 16. Temperature dependencies of �top� the phase mismatch
1�2����k��T and �bottom� the effective index of refraction �ny��T
n wavelength for five temperatures, T� 0°, 27°, 50°, 100°, 150 °C
left to right�. Each point was calculated for the phase-matching
ngle for that temperature and wavelength.
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o eliminate the tensor nature of each equation by
efining a scalar deff that accounts for the configura-
ion geometry. If we write each field as a complex
calar amplitude times a unit polarization direction
mâm, we can make each associated nonlinear polar-

zation component âm � P��� � �0�âmidijk�Am)j�Am*k
nto a product of scalars by the definition

�âmidijk�Am)j�Am*k � �âmidijkAm)�âm)jAm*�âm*k

� Am)Am*[dijk�âmi�âm)j�âm*k]

� Am)Am*deff. (A6)

Thus we can find deff for any chosen coupled polar-
zation directions once we have dijk for the chosen
requency and temperature. The temperature- and
requency-dependent components can be approxi-
ated from Miller’s rule35,40:

dijk��, T� � �0%ijk��ni
�2��2 � 1���nj

���2 � 1�

� ��nk
���2 � 1�. (A7)

e need just nj��, Ti� and the nearly constant Miller
ndices %ijk, given by35

%ijk � 
ijk � %�m2�C�
311 	3.0 � 10	2

322 	3.2 � 10	2

333 	6.6 � 10	2

223, 232 	2.9 � 10	2

113, 131 	3.0 � 10	2

.

Finally, we point out that nonlinear coefficients can
ary from crystal to crystal, depending on the crys-
als’ quality or history. Poorly grown, damaged, or
epoled crystals can have lower nonlinearities, so it is
est to measure the nonlinearity for each crystal.
he calculation of d above is most valuable for com-
arison of various configurations and for rough or
pper-bound values of the nonlinear conversion.
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